
WHAT WE’RE LEARNING
FROM TYPICAL-SIZED
GROWING CHURCHES
And How You Can Be Among Them



BIG STORMS BLUE OCEANS



The storm (or obstacle) is the way to
open a blue ocean (or opportunity).



Key Research Question: How can
your church grow by 10% to 20% if
you are a typical-sized congregation?
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1972: 445,725 (peak)
2001: 395,900
2019: 235,748 (last pre-COVID year)
2020: 123,160 (COVID)
2021: 154,701 (first post-COVID year)

Case Study:
Baptisms in The Southern Baptist Convention
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Years as a Christian

Not sure I am a Christian (29) 

Less than 1 year (7) 

1-5 years (90) 

6-10 years (139) 

11+ years (4,373)
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Compassion can help with regaining a heart for
missions. 
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Obstacle: Large, single-site venues are not as popular.
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Horizontal growth methods are replacing vertical
growth methods.

Opportunity: Smaller venues have several advantages
over larger venues.
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Adding a service at a strategic time (Thursday night)
Adoption and fostering options are becoming more
popular.
Additional venues can be helpful, especially with
people speaking a different language
Church in Chicago: People group from Myanmar
doubled their attendance
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Safe and private
Trustworthy and truthful
Encouraging

Included: Church Answers Central
Always available
Peers and Experts
Massive archive
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Obstacle: Mobility has dropped to an all-time
low while the median church size continues to
decline. 
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This trend is most pronounced with younger
generations.
Work-from-home is here to stay, at least in part. 
Smaller churches and higher expectations of
hospitality
Supporting missions is a significant way to
renew an outward focus.
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putting something tangible into the
hands of your people.

What if you had a 20% success rate?
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QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU!


